SAFETY MANAGEMENT IN THE POWER PLANT

MONTE C. MORRISON, PE, EMT
START WITH THE ENDING
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MANAGING RISK, NOT ENFORCING RULES
OUR TEAMS WANT TO “GET IT DONE”
OUR TEAMS WANT TO PLEASE THE BOSS & DO THE RIGHT THING...BUT EVEN THE BEST INTENTIONS CAN BE AT RISK
LOOKING BACK...REAR VIEW MIRROR, DON’T GIVE THE WRONG PRIORITIES
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Looking back...Rear view mirror, don't give the wrong priorities
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• HISTORICAL INJURIES
• RIIR
• RECORDS
• INCENTIVES

• CELEBRATING HIGH PLANT PERFORMANCE
• REWARDING EXTRAORDINARY EFFORT AND LONG HOURS
• ENCOURAGING GET IT BACK ON LINE
NOTHING TRUMPS SAFETY. PERIOD
WHEN IT DOES, YOU HAVE LOST THE FIGHT
SAFETY MANAGEMENT IS NOT BEING THE OSHA POLICE OR THE RULES COP
ATTITUDE AND APTITUDE, OSHA IS THE MINIMUM

SAFETY
YOU'RE DOING IT WRONG

SAFETY FIRST
Personal Motto

Daily Haha
ADD ENERGY TO THE SYSTEM FOR RESULTS OR EXPECT ENTROPY TO PRODUCE APATHY
AUDITS - 2 MINUTES OF SAFETY
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• WHERE ARE THE SIDE SHIELDS

• LOOK AROUND

• HOW CAN YOU KNOW THE CULTURE AT ANY PLANT OR OFFICE

• REMEMBER, OUR EYES ARE SQUISHY AND NOTHING ELSE IS!
BE THE EXAMPLE, GOOD NOT BAD, EVERY TIME
NEVER COMPROMISE

WORK SAFETY

DOING IT RIGHT

Please Be safe.
Do not stand, sit, climb or lean on zoo fences. If you fall, animals could eat you and that might make them sick. Thank you.

I SEE YOU WEAR YOU SAFETY GLASSES ON YOUR FOREHEAD

I ALSO LIKE TO LIVE DANGEROUSLY
REPORT, INVESTIGATE AND CORRECT...EVERY SAFETY INCIDENT

• NEAR MISS
• THE MOST MINOR INJURY
• DISTRIBUTE THE REPORTS
• NO NAME AND NO BLAME
• SMART...SPECIFIC, MEASURABLE, ACTIONABLE, RELEVANT AND TIMELY
• FOLLOW UP ON RECOMMENDATIONS...CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT AND EFFECTIVE
SAFETY DEFINITIONS

• ACTING SAFE – FOLLOWING THE RULES
• BEING SAFE – MANAGE IN RISK AT WORK
• SAFE – ALWAYS, EVERYWHERE AND EVERY TIME
THEN TO NOW

• 2 RECORDABLES PER YEAR IS THE LIMIT!
• NO AT RISK BEHAVIOR
• WE GOT IT.